
CONTENT ANALYSIS RESEARCH PAPER

I want to begin using content analysis and therefore am looking for a few good reads on the use of content analysis in
research. Please suggest a few good.

Since less time and effort is spent on the completion of the content analysis itself, researchers are more willing
to combine the data derived from that analysis with additional variables. For instance, Breuning et al. For
instance, when comparing the overall results of two coders, the data may look similar, but this similarity may
evaporate when considering the individual coding decisions. The direction can be, for instance, positive,
negative, supporting, or opposed Neuman,  It is extremely important that the categories for each dimension
that will be coded be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. Reliability requires that the coding
scheme should lead different human coders to code the same text in the same way. Determine the direction.
For example, some of the words in Plessy v. There are several sources that can provide guidance. Ferguson
include arouse race hate and distrust between these races. Further, an investigator can much more easily repeat
a portion of the study than would be the case with survey research Babbie, ; Bryman,  How should an
investigator go about designing a content analysis study, irrespective of whether she or he seeks to focus on
manifest or latent content? Although a single interview response can be revealing, it is impossible to know
whether it represents a typical statement of the subject under investigation unless it is compared with
additional responses. In the creation of a coding scheme for thematic coding, extra care must be taken to make
very clear and explicit the criteria for judging a unit of text to belong in one versus another category.
Numerous software packages for content analysis have been developed. The words surrounding the most often
words give the direction. There is not one single, correct way to design a content analysis study. The
mechanics of designing a content analysis scheme are explored further in the next section of this research
paper. In other words, content analysis endeavors to analyze text in a systematic, empirical manner that is
made sufficiently explicit to permit replication. They theorized that the latter term has the connotation that the
speaker or author perceives the persons who are being described as individuals who will integrate into the
society and that the former describes individuals who are perceived as permanent outsiders. In addition, the
validity of quantitative content analysis depends on the adequacy of the coding scheme employed to analyze
the text. It is therefore recommended to analyze the similarity between individual coding decisions. There is
evidence, for instance, that survey respondents on occasion provide socially acceptable answers rather than
truthfully reporting their behavior. Ferguson is  Although theme coding can be an appropriate strategy, it is far
more difficult to have a computer assist in the task. The Muslim community itself is diverse in terms of
interpretation on Islamic teaching and practices that lead to the emergence of various Muslim groups,
moreover in democratic era. Inconsistent decisions can result from coder fatigue but also from slight shifts in
the implementation of a coding scheme between the first and last items coded. A distinct advantage of using
computer-assisted coding strategies is that reliability becomes a nonissue: The computer finds every instance
of the words it is programmed to count, so there is no error. In that case, manifest content is coded in order to
make inferences about underlying meaning or latent content. For him, the prepared speeches of these decision
makers were the more appropriate text. The results of content analysis can now be employed as variables in
models that can more directly test the relationship between the traits of leaders and their actions, as well as
establish more explicitly the relationship between speeches and their impact on political decisions. Content
analysis has thus become a tool for generating data rather than an end in itself. Computers are extremely useful
in the mechanical task of coding and can complete such tasks far more reliably than human coders, but the
task of theoretically grounding the content analysis, evaluating whether the coding scheme tests what it claims
to test, and deciding whether the coding categories meet the appropriate standards of clarity, explicitness, and
validity will remain tasks that only the investigator can competently execute. Frequency is counting the
number of times something occurs, so you will color-code the words that appear the most, excluding
prepositions, definite and indefinite articles. In both word count and thematic coding, therefore, it is useful to
evaluate the quality of the coding operation by taking two measures: One measures the consistency of each
human coder, and other measures the congruity of the decisions made by different human coders.


